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The Variable Frequency Pulse Phase-Locked Loop (VFPPLL) instrument is
currently being used to non-invasively evaluate the human skull for increases in
intracranial distances brought about by increases in intracranial pressure. It is
designed to determine distance changes, in the sub-micron range, calculated from
changes in frequency of an ultrasonic toneburst produced by a transducer, traversed
through the skull and received back by the transducer. A bench test model of the
human skull will calibrate the VFPPLL by comparing known distance changes to the
VFPPLL derived distance changes, and thereby verify the accuracy of the instrument.
Additionally, the bench test model will determine a broad range of operating limits
on temperature, pressure and elongation over which the VFPPLL can operate
accurately. Each of the three models made demonstrates a different effect on the
frequency change based on the different parameters, i.e. temperature, pressure or
elongation. The Open Channel Model compares closely approximated elongations
with VFPPLL derived elongations, showing favorable results for calibration of the
VFPPLL instrument. Specifications for creating a bench test model of the human
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Space motion sickness and headaches can be significant problems astronauts will
experience during spaceflight. Seventy-three percent of Shuttle astronauts exhibit symptoms
of space motion sickness which may persist through the first three days of flight and have an
adverse affect on crew performance and mission progress [Ref 1]. These symptoms can
include, but are not limited to, headache, nausea, vomiting, lethargy, disorientation, and
malaise, which may significantly impair astronaut performance during that period. A
definitive cause for these headaches and space motion sickness still remains unclear, but the
symptoms may result, at least in part, from alterations in intracranial circulation and
intracranial pressure (ICP) [Ref. 2]. On Earth, abnormally elevated ICP occurs in 50-75%
of patients experiencing severe head trauma [Ref. 3]. In documented cases where ICP
increases to values exceeding 20 mmHg, a 95% mortality rate has been observed. Secondary
brain injury due to severe head trauma can therefore be greatly reduced by immediate
detection and treatment of elevated ICP. Of military significance, historically nearly 20% of
all head injuries sustained in combat have been non-skull-penetrating [Ref. 4]. With better
protective equipment, i.e., Kevlar helmets, and the use ofarmored vehicles on the battlefield,
the relative frequency of severe non-skull-penetrating head injuries will likely increase.
Reduction, and eventual prevention, of secondary brain injuries in the field following head
trauma can be accomplished most easily by the prompt detection and treatment of hematomas
and of waves on intracranial pressure elevation that accompany loss of cerebrovascular
autoregulation, cerebral edema, seizures and infection [Ref 5].
Intracranial pressure has the potential to be a critical parameter for understanding
physiological responses during exposure to microgravity. A better understanding of time
course changes in ICP during exposure to microgravity could aid our understanding ofthe
pathophysiology of space adaptation syndrome and improve treatment and performance of
astronauts during early flight. Elevated intracranial pressure can lead to reduced brain
perfusion, which in turn leads to reduced brain oxygenation and ultimately impaires crew
performance. It can also lead to vestibular dysfunction, which leads to space adaptation
syndrome (SAS), and further reduces crew performance. In the January 1994 Joint National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Workshop on Research in the Microgravity Environment, intracranial pressure was labeled
as one ofthe most important parameters to investigate for problems astronauts can experience
during spaceflight and for several diseases or cases oftraumatic head injuries of patients on
Earth. Intracranial pressure though has been an extremely difficult parameter to measure
because ofthe invasive nature ofthe techniques currently available [Ref. 6], techniques which
are impractical for use in space or in the combat environment.
B. INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE (ICP) MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Several invasive methods are available for clinical use in life threatening situations
[Refs. 7 and 8]. The intraventricular pressure (IVP) method involves the insertion of a
catheter into the lateral ventricle and the fluid-coupling of this catheter to a strain gage. This
procedure is still used as a reference method of monitoring intracranial pressure [Ref. 9].
Extraventricular ICP systems employ subdural fluid filled pressure monitoring devices
[Ref. 7] and semi-conductor pressure transducers [Refs. 10 and 11]. Commercially available
extradural pressure (EDP) monitoring devices have been used in clinical settings, but show
unacceptable discrepancies between intraventricular pressure (IVP) and EDP recordings
[Refs. 9 and 12]. Other types of indirect long term ICP measurement techniques can be
utilized, but all require substantial surgical intervention which involves considerable high risk
to the patient due to the risk of infection and limited monitoring periods.
The inherent limitations ofthe above invasive methods of measuring and monitoring
intracranial pressure indicate the need for an ICP measurement technique that is noninvasive
and accurate. The noninvasive monitoring technique employed should have direct correlation
with ICP and be highly sensitive to changes in ICP, as the changes are small in magnitude and
difficult to detect. Of great importance, in addition to the former, the technique should be
safe, reliable and easily performed [Ref. 13].
Although the skull is often assumed to be a rigid container with constant volume,
sensitive measurements indicate that the skull expands with increasing intracranial pressure
[Refs. 14 and 15]. Early noninvasive diagnosis of increasing ICP may help manage and
prevent secondary brain injury caused by head trauma, brain tumors, brain edema, or
infection. Investigation into the use ofultrasound to noninvasively measure the slight changes
in intracranial volume (ICV), assuming ICV is directly proportional to intracranial diameter
(or distance) (ICD), that occur coincidentally with changes in ICP is ongoing. A relatively
new instrument based on a pulsed phase-lock loop (PPLL) technology concept has been
developed to measure the ultrasonic phase velocity accurately in condensed matter [Ref. 16].
The instrument transmits a 500 kHz ultrasonic toneburst through the cranium via a transducer
placed on the side ofthe skull. The ultrasonic wave passes through the cranial cavity, reflects
off the inner surface of the skull on the opposite side, and is received back by the same
transducer. The device then uses a phase comparison technique to quantify distance across
the skull [Ref. 16].
The purpose ofthe experimentation done for this thesis is to develop and test a bench
test model for the PPLL instruments. The main requirements of the bench test model are to
calibrate the PPLL and establish broad operating limits on temperature, pressure and
elongation over which the PPLL can operate accurately.
D. THE PULSE PHASE-LOCKED LOOP INSTRUMENT
A. BACKGROUND
Dr. W. Tom Yost and Dr. John H. Cantrell, ofthe NASA-Langley Research Center
have patented the constant frequency pulse phase-locked loop (CFPPLL) instrument. The
variable frequency pulse phase-locked loop (VFPPLL) instrument elements are identical to
the CFPPLL, with the exception of the constant frequency source and the phase shift
circuitry. The VFPPLL is a device whose operating frequency is changed during the course
ofa measurement procedure. It was developed through measurements of externally simulated
small changes in velocity and path lengths in different types of solid media. Both the CFPPLL
and the VFPPLL operate by using the output of a phase detector that compares the phase of
a signal from a sample, in this case a human subject, to a reference signal. A selected portion
of the signal received back from the subject is fed through an integrator circuit to a control
loop that alters the signals to the phase detector until its output is nulled. At the point when
the phase detector's output is nulled, the system stabilizes and the instrument output signal
is recorded [Ref. 16]. Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of the CFPPLL instrument for
comparison with Figure 2.2, the VFPPLL instrument [Ref. 16].
All model testing for this thesis was done using the VFPPLL, but they could be used
with the CFPPLL, by measuring different parameters; i.e., the VFPPLL measures changes in
frequency while the signal phase is held constant (phase comparison), and the CFPPLL
measure changes in signal phase while the frequency is held constant (frequency comparison).
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Figure 2. 1 Block Diagram ofthe VFPLL Instrument [Ref. 16].
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Figure 2.2 Block Diagram of the CFPPLL Instrument [Ref. 16].
B. OPERATION
Basic operation of the VFPPLL can be understood by first discussing the basic
principles ofthe CFPPLL instrument. It begins with a constant frequency oscillator and two
signal paths. Along the measurement path, the acoustic signal is generated and amplified after
traveling through the acoustic medium and after the signal has been electroconverted by the
transducer. The second path, including a voltage-controlled phase shifter, is the reference
path used for the phase comparison with the measurement path. The phase detector then
detects the relative phase difference between the reference path and the measurement path
with an output voltage that is directly proportional to the cosine of that phase difference. The
control voltage to the voltage-controlled phase shifter is automatically changed until the
output is zero volts, a condition of quadrature between the reference path signal and the
measurement path signal. A calibration procedure utilizing a line stretcher in the reference
path permits the conversion of the change in control voltage to a change in phase shift
between the two paths. This change in phase shift is the parameter from which changes in
intracranial distance are determined by calculation. In the VFPPLL instrument, the frequency
of the voltage control oscillator is changed by the loop control circuit until quadrature
between the reference path signal and the measurement path signal is obtained, and the
frequency observation is the parameter from which intracranial distance changes are
calculated [Ref 16]. Figure 2.3 shows the actual VFPPLL instrument used in the Space
Physiology Laboratory at NASA Ames Research Center. Figure 2.4 is the VFPPLL with a
view of the Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) model connected for testing and is a full set-up,
excluding the strain gage box and switching unit (discussion to follow in Chapter III).
8
Figure 2.3 The VFPPLL Instrument.
Figure 2.4 The VFPPLL Instrument with
PVC Model.

Figure 2.5 is an artists' conception of a human skull with transducer attached on the
right side of the skull, to the left in the figure [Ref 2]. It depicts the path the ultrasound
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The basic governing equation used to calculate elongation in the human skull, i.e.





(t)-V- - — -A (2.2)
where
Af= the change in frequency
f = the initial frequency of the comparing frequency observations
Xo = the initial path length or intracranial distance
Ax = the change in path length, i.e., the change in intracranial distance.
The change in intracranial distance, however, is affected by the other parameters, specifically
temperature and pressure. The proposed expanded frequency equation shows that the change
in frequency observed by the VFPPLL when measuring intracranial distances changes is given
A/ (Ax, T, p) - c
x






Ax = initial intracranial distance
Cj = constant for pressure term
c2 = constant for elongation term
The effects oftemperature, pressure and elongation on the operating accuracy ofthe
VFPPLL are explored in this thesis, as well as the proposed expanded frequency equation.
Chapter IV will detail the results of the three different models tested and indicate when the
frequency observations of the VFPPLL are affected more by the pressure term of the
frequency equation than by the elongation term, and when the elongation term of the
frequency equations outweighs the effect of the pressure term.
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HI. PURPOSE OF TESTS
A. MOTIVATION
The bench test model needs to simulate and accurately measure the expansion in an
actual human skull. The VFPPLL has certain operating limits on parameters such as
elongation, temperature and pressure, and the bench test models will determine rough
limits on these parameters. The VFPPLL must also be calibrated, and the bench test
model needs to calibrate the measurement capabilty of the device. The tests discussed in
this chapter are initial tests used to determine broad ranges for the operating parameters,




Figure 3. 1 is the Aluminum Model




When testing this model, it became apparent that both temperature and
pressure had significant effects on the operating limits of the VFPPLL. This afforded the
opportunity to explore the ranges of these parameters for correct operation ofthe VFPPLL.
This model, as seen in Figure 3.1, is made of 6061-T6 Aluminum with steel
endcaps. The physical dimensions were taken with a micrometer, and are accurate to within




















Aluminum 70.00 25.51 0.3719 2710 95.00 49.986 48.486 1.5 149.586
Steel 200.00 79.29 0.2611 7860 250.00 49.986 solid solid 30.044
Table 3.1 Aluminum Model Parameters.
where E = the modulus of elasticity, G = the shear modulus, v = Poisson's
ratio, p = density and ay = yield strength. [Ref. 17]
The steel endcaps are threaded and screw into both ends ofthe thin aluminum
cylinder, and a water and pressure tight seal is provided by an o-ring. The outer ends of the
steel endcaps have grooves for placement of a spanning wrench, and during testing the
aluminum cylinder is filled with water by removing the steel endcaps with this spanning
wrench. The model is elongated, both radially and axially, by increasing the pressure inside
14

the model though a Schraeder valve using a standard bicycle pump. The elongation is
measured using two strain gages, one attached in the axial direction and the other attached
in the radial direction. They are strategically glued to the top of the model, with the wires
taped down for protection from outside influence. Finally, a half-circle shaped piece of
acrylic, with a diameter of approximately 1.75", is glued to an outer steel endcap (opposite
end from the Schraeder valve) to hold the transducer in place.
The aluminum model (as well as the Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) model,
discussion to follow) is supported using a cradle-like wooden structure, as seen in Figure 3.1.
It is constructed out ofpine, and leveled to provide a relatively flat surface area on which the
model was supported for testing. The purpose of the cradle is to reduce surface area contact
ofthe model to minimize friction, allowing for optimum elongation.
The aluminum model is designed as a thin-walled cylindrical pressure vessel.
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(3.4)
[Ref. 18]
where eh is the hoop strain and £a is the axial strain, and
E = modulus of elasticity
p = pressure
T; = radius, inner
t = thickness
The elongation of the model is directly proportional to the axial strain,
assuming first order strain as an approximation. The relationship of axial strain to elongation





where Xo is the initial length. (3.5)





The theoretical expansion of this model in the axial direction is based on a
combination of Equations (3.4) and (3.6) and is given as
Ax
Et\(I- (3.7)
The elongation of the model in the axial direction is primarily due to the expansion of the
aluminum in the same direction, although a small amount of expansion can be attributed to
the steel endcaps. Using Equation (3.7), the elongation of the steel endcaps accounts for less
than 3 percent of the total elongation and is therefore considered negligible.
b. Set-up
Testing ofthe aluminum model concentrated on finding the combined effects
oftemperature and pressure on the function ofthe VFPPLL. Three temperature ranges were
explored for their individual effects on the operation of the device. Three trials were
conducted in the "hot" temperature range, three in the "room" temperature range and three
in the "cold" temperature range. Table 3 .2 illustrates the temperatures recorded in each trial










HOT 122 not available 112 117
ROOM 79 not available 80 79.5
COLD 48 not available 60 54
Table 3.2 Temperature Data for Aluminum Model Testing.
One endcap ofthe model is removed and the cylinder is filled with water, enough so
the ultrasound wave will travel through water, but not too much so that air cannot be pumped
in to pressurize the model. The temperature ofthe water is initially observed and recorded,
and the endcap is replaced. The model is placed in the wooden cradle and the strain gage
wires are checked for proper operation. The pump is then connected to the aluminum
model's Schraeder valve for pressurization during testing. The transducer is placed in the
acrylic cradle, and the testing is ready to proceed. Figure 3.2 illustrates a partial set-up, which
includes the strain gage box and switching unit, connections to the model, and bicycle pump.
The white wire to the right of the PVC model in Figure 3.2 is the transducer wire which
connects to the circuitry ofthe VFPPLL. Note the model illustrated in this figure is the PVC
model, not the aluminum model.
18
Figure 3.2 Partial Testing Set-up with PVC Model
c. Procedure
Three trials were conducted for each of the three temperature ranges. Data
collected includes the date, the time ofthe trial (to ensure the temperature remained relatively
constant over the data collection period), the temperature (for the first and third trial; for the
second trial no temperature was recorded due to the difficulty of removing the steel endcaps
quickly), the pressure introduced to into the aluminum model, the strain gage readings from
both the axial and radial strain gages (in microstrain), and the frequency of the VFPPLL.
Pressure was steadily increased inside the model from 0-140 psi, while each temperature
range was kept relatively constant, i.e., over the short duration of the test (approximately ten
minutes), the temperature was assumed to be constant and the value used for analysis was an
average ofthe first and third temperature readings as seen in Table 3.2. Recorded data was




Figure 3.3 is the PVC Model.
Figure 3.3 The PVC Model.
c. Description
The PVC model is designed to calibrate the VFPPLL. It is made of the
composite material Polyvinyl Chloride. The endcaps are made of a strong plastic used in
standard plumbing projects. The endcaps are glued to the PVC piping using a PVC adhesive
compound that melts the plastic and the PVC materials together to form a water and pressure
tight seal. The attachment of the endcaps to the PVC piping is further reinforced by four
bolts per end for safety. Due to the yield strength of the material and the strength of the
endcap bonds, the PVC pipe model will not withstand near the pressure increase within its
walls as the aluminum model. For this reason, and the fad that the attachment of the endcaps
is much more rigid in the aluminum model than in the PVC model (due to the threaded
endcaps), the PVC model requires that additional safety measures be taken. Since the
20

endcaps are fixed, the introduction of water into the model had to be accomplished by
different means. A pipe fitting was used with a threaded screw for water tight integrity, and
a funnel was used to pour water into the model. Pressure was again pumped into the model
via a Schraeder valve using a standard bicycle pump. Two strain gages were fixed to the top
ofthe PVC model, as on the aluminum model, and the wires were taped for equipment safety.
A transducer holder was not needed for this model, as the shape of the endcap allowed it to








Table 3.3 Physical Dimensions of the PVC Model.
b. Set-up
Testing ofthe PVC model concentrated on the relationship between frequency
and elongation ofthe model, and interaction with the VFPPLL. In the aluminum model, the
observed relationship between frequency and elongation was: as elongation increased,
frequency increased due to greater effects by the pressure rather than by the elongation. In
this model, a much more compliant material was used, so that the elongation would have a
greater effect than the pressure on frequency.
21

The PVC model cylinder was filled with water using a funnel, to the same
relative level as in the aluminum model; enough water so the ultrasound wave would pass
through the water to simulate human brain tissue, but not too much that air could not be
pumped into the model to pressurize it. The trials were run with water at room temperature,
as there was no concern here the effect oftemperature, just the effect of pressure. Since there
were no temperature concerns, the strain gages were connected last with no time constraints
on equipment set-up. The model was again placed in the wooden cradle for support and
resistance to frictional effects during the elongation testing of the model. Finally, the pump
connection was made to the Schraeder valve on the PVC model, the transducer is placed in
the endcap and testing is ready to begin. Figure 3.4 is a side view of the PVC model partial
set-up with the model connected to the strain gage box and switching unit equipment. The
transducer is cradled in the endcap of the model, and the wire (to the left in the figure)
stretches outward to connect to the VFPPLL instrument circuitry.




Data collection in testing the PVC model is not time or temperature critical,
so more trials can be conducted without worrying about temperature effects. Since the
accuracy of measurement of the VFPPLL is limited to small elongations, possibly only one
wavelength, and the pressure threshold is considerably less than that ofthe aluminum model,
these trials require fewer pressure steps than in the aluminum model. In the PVC model, the
pressure is increased much more gradually, to a maximum pressure of less than 20 psi,
whereas in the aluminum model the pressure increases in steps of 10 psi up to 140 psi. Data
collected includes frequency readings by the VFPPLL and radial (hoop) strain. Pressure
readings were not collected as the graduations were too small to be read by the pressure gage.
Both strain readings could not be read at the same time with the equipment available. A strain
box and switching unit were available, but considerable fluctuations in the strain values
resulted when attempting to switch from reading one strain gage to reading the other due to
continual pressure loss from the PVC model. Detailed analysis and results are presented with
Microsoft EXCEL files in Chapter IV.
3. Open Channel Model




Figure 3.5 The Open Channel Model.
(L Description
The open channel model is the final "bench test" calibration model for the
VFPPLL instrument (for purposes of this thesis). It primarily demonstrates the relationship
between frequency and elongation, but does not have the accuracy required to be a stand
alone model for calibration purposes This model uses a rough measurement technique,
utilizing a 4.25" long screw with 1/32" threads, to effect elongation. It lacks precision due
to the fact that, when the screw is turned to effect elongation, human error can account for
a major difference between effected (theroetical) and measured elongation.
The open channel model, as seen in Figure 3.5, is simplistic in design. Primary
operation of this model is based on two reflective surfaces, one at each end, off which the
ultrasound wave from the VFPPLL instrument is reflected and the distance between them
indirectly measured through a change in frequency (see Chapter II on the VFPPLL instrument
for details on how this is accomplished). The two surfaces are of acryllic material which act
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as good reflectors, i.e., they show a clear reflection ofthe ultrasound wave from the VFPPLL
offtheir surfaces, which is necessary in determining the initial measured distance (Xq). On one
end the reflective acrylic surface is fixed to stand at a 90° angle to the base and is riveted in
place with a piece ofaluminum to hold the plate firmly in place. The other reflective surface
is not fixed, but is allowed to move to effect distance changes. It is riveted to "L" shaped
aluminum flanges to allow it to be as level as possible with the base ofthe model for smooth
movement along the flat surface. The base ofthe open channel model is aluminum and painted
with non-reflective black paint on the bottom. Table 3.4 gives approximate values for the







reflective surface - fixed clear 85 110
reflective surface - moveable black 85 125
base n/a 230 [90]
screw hold n/a 75 40
screw n/a 100 n/a
Table 3.4 Physical Dimensions of the Open Channel Model.
The elongation of this model is effected by turning the screw and pushing the
moveable reflective surface along the base of the model. Each complete turn of the screw
moves it approximately 1/32". The screw is held level by a screw hold made of aluminum and
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riveted securely to the aluminum base. On the base of the model, in viewing area of the
reflective surface movement, are graduated etched markings reflecting measured known
distances of 1/10" and 1/20" for theoretical comparison to measured elongations derived
from changes in frequency. Finally, the model is in a square plastic container slightly larger
than the base of the model and 105 mm in height to hold water during testing.
b. Set-up
Testing with the open channel model does not depend on pressure or
temperature. The total elongation effected during each trial is limited, however, by the
maximum elongation accurately determined by the VFPPLL. The model is placed in the
plastic container and the container is filled with water. The transducer is attached to the
moveable reflective plate using ultrasound transmission gel only, and the model is ready for
testing.
c. Procedure
The procedure for testing the open channel model is relatively easy, but care
must be taken since the majority of error in testing this model will be due to human
interaction. Data collected during these trials will consist of frequency values from the
VFPPLL and approximate values of elongation effected by an operator. One operator will
induce an elongation by turning the screw in the screw hold, and the other operator will
record the amount of approximate elongation and while simultaneously taking a frequency
reading. The results ofthese trials are presented in Chapter IV.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In general, the data collected in testing and presented in this chapter will be in the
form ofgraphs and charts. For all graphical representations, RED circles represent data for
the HOT trials, YELLOW triangles represent data for ROOM TEMPERATURE trials, and
BLUE squares represent data for COLD trials. The raw data, most often in the form of
Microsoft EXCEL files, are in appendices and labeled as to their content.
A. OPERATING LIMITS ON TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE OF THE
VFPPLL (ALUMINUM MODEL)
1. Frequency vs. Pressure
a. Results
The effect of temperature on the frequency of the VFPPLL instrument, and
therefore the measured elongation, was analyzed for temperatures in the broad ranges HOT,
COLD and ROOM TEMPERATURE. A comprehensive graph relating frequency to
pressure, ofthe nine individual trials performed, three each in the three temperature ranges,
is shown as Figure 4.1. Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 represent the values for the correlation
coefficients ofthe data for the relationship between frequency and pressure and the slope of
the line representing the relationship offrequency to pressure for each temperature range, for
the HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD trials respectively. Each table lists the average value of
the three individual trials, which is used in the final analysis. Figure 4.2 represents the
processed data; the average values for each temperature range of frequency vs. pressure for






Figure 4. 1 Individual HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD Trials; Frequency vs. Pressure.
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Frequency vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
HOT (1) 0.99372 0.00108
HOT (2) 0.90629 0.00052
HOT (3) 0.73628 0.00047
average * used Q.$9369 0.00050
Table 4. 1 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for HOT Temperature Trials.
Frequency vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
ROOM TEMP (1) -0.43110 -0.00027
ROOM TEMP (2) 0.96064 0.00101
ROOM TEMP (3) 0.10603 0.00010
average * used 0.96594 0.00106
Table 4.2 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for ROOM TEMP Trials.
Frequency vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
COLD (1) 0.91881 0.00268
COLD (2) 0.98808 0.00493
COLD (3) 0.99914 0.00594
average * used 0.96356 0.00451
Table 4.3 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for COLD Temperature Trials,
see discussion for actual averaging analysis
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The average slope of the line relating frequency to pressure for the HOT,
ROOM TEMP and COLD trials were compared for analysis of temperature effects on the
operation ofthe VFPPLL. For all ofthe temperature trials, the range of pressure over which
the VFPPLL was tested was kept constant (0-140 psi). From Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 the
average slope of the line for each temperature range indicates there is a larger slope, and
therefore a greater effect on the frequency of the VFPPLL, over the same pressure range, as
temperature decreases. The cold temperature range has the greatest effect on the frequency,
the room temperature range has the next greatest effect, and the hot temperature range has
the least effect on the frequency of the VFPPLL instrument as the pressure is increased.
Not all the data was included in the averaging analysis. In the hot trials, the
first trial was not used due to incorrect usage of the VFPPLL instrument; the wave peak
locked onto was not the correct wave peak and that trial was discarded. In that trial, the peak
that was used to lock the instrument initially did not correspond to the reflection off the back
surface (steel endcap). The data is included to show trend, but is not of sufficient quality to
warrant inclusion in the more detailed analysis. In the room temperature trials, the first trial
was not considered, and only the values of frequency for pressures between 30 and 1 10 psi
were considered from the third trial. The first trial produced data that was extremely erratic,
most likely due to the sensitivity of the equipment or an equipment malfunction. The third
trial had inconsistencies at the beginning and at the end of the run, but the center values were
consistent with the ongoing trend and were utilized. In the cold trials, all data had consistent
trends and was used.
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The numerical data collected in each of the HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD
trials and the individual trial graphs of frequency vs. pressure are presented in Appendix A.
2. Elongation vs. Pressure
a. Results
Along with the analysis of the relationship between frequency and pressure,
the relationship between elongation and pressure was also examined, representing an
intermediate step to the ultimate analysis of the relationship between frequency and
elongation. Figure 4.3 represents the initial graphical data of the nine individual temperature
trials relating elongation and pressure. Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the individual trial values
for the correlation coefficient between elongation and pressure, and the slope of the line
representing that relationship, for the HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD trials respectively.
The average value is listed in each table last, and is the value used in the final analysis. Once
processed, the average values for elongation vs. pressure are shown for each temperature





Figure 4.3 Individual HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD Trials, Elongation vs. Pressure.
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Elongation vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
HOT (1) 0.99790 0.08730
HOT (2) 0.99668 0.07897
HOT (3) 0.99733 0.08351
average * used 0.99779 ft 08 124
Table 4.4 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for HOT Temperature Trials.
Elongation vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
ROOM TEMP (1) 0.99924 0.07795
ROOM TEMP (2) 0.99942 0.07801
ROOM TEMP (3) 0.99962 0.07897
average * used 0.99964 0.07814
Table 4.5 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for ROOM TEMP Trials.
Elongation vs. Pressure Correlation Coefficient Slope
COLD (1) 0.99807 0.08538
COLD (2) 0.99942 0.08853
COLD (3) 0.99957 0.08816
average * used 0.99956 0.08736
Table 4.6 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for COLD Temperature Trials,
see discussion for actual averaging analysis
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The average slope of the line relating elongation to pressure for the HOT,
ROOM TEMP and COLD trials provides no conclusive evidence that temperature affects
elongation when the range of pressure is kept constant. The results of analyzing elongation
in relation to pressure are independent of the operation of the VFPPLL, but were considered
as an intermediate step to analyzing the relationship of frequency to elongation.
The same portions of trials were used in this analysis as in the frequency vs.
pressure analysis in part one of this chapter, i.e., the first ofthe hot trials was not used, the
first ofthe room temperature trials was not used, only the values of elongation for pressures
between 30 and 1 10 psi were used from the third room temperature trial and all data from the
cold trials was used.
The numerical data collected in each of the HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD
trials and the individual trial graphs of elongation vs. pressure are included in Appendix A.
3. Frequency vs. Elongation
a. Results
The effect oftemperature on the frequency of the VFPPLL when measuring
elongation, and ultimately the relationship between frequency and elongation for three broad
temperature ranges was analyzed. Individual values ofthe correlation coefficients and slopes
of the lines relating frequency to elongation are shown in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Average
values for each temperature range that are used in the final analysis are listed last in the tables.
A collective graph of the nine individual trials, three trials each in the temperature ranges of
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Figure 4.5 Individual HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD Trials; Frequency vs. Elongation.
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Figure 4.6 shows the processed data, the average values of the frequency and elongation for
each of the three temperature categories, HOT, ROOM TEMP, and COLD.
Frequency vs. Elongation Correlation Coefficient Slope
HOT (1) 0.99271 0.01229
HOT (2) 0.91011 0.00655
HOT (3) 0.75364 0.00578
average * used 0.90474 0.006}
6
Table 4.7 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for HOT Temperature Trials.
Frequency vs. Elongation Correlation Coefficient Slope
ROOM TEMP (1) -0.41625 -0.00328
ROOM TEMP (2) 0.95818 0.01297
ROOM TEMP (3) 0.10902 0.00131
average * used 0.958!$ 0.01297
Table 4.8 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for ROOM TEMP Trials.
Frequency vs. Elongation Correlation Coefficient Slope
COLD (1) 0.90512 0.03081
COLD (2) 0.98445 0.05541
COLD (3) 0.99875 0.06827
average * used 0.99106 0.05150
Table 4.9 Correlation Coefficients and Slopes for COLD Temperature Trials,
see discussion for actual averaging analysis
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The average slope of the line for all three temperature ranges HOT, ROOM
TEMP and COLD, relating frequency to elongation, were compared to determine whether
or not temperature and pressure affected the operation of the VFPPLL by affecting the
frequency values. For all the temperature ranges and trials, the range of pressure over which
the VFPPLL instrument was tested was - 140 psi. From Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 it is shown
that the effect temperature has on the relationship of frequency to elongation is the same as
the effect temperature has on the relationship of frequency to pressure. The average slope
ofthe line relating frequency to elongation increases with decreasing temperature when the
pressure range over which the testing occurs is held constant. In other words, cold
temperatures have the greatest effect on frequency, room temperatures have the next greatest
effect, and hot temperatures have the least effect on the frequency of the VFPPLL over a
range of pressure increase.
The averaging analysis did not include all the data. In the hot trial data, the
first trial data was excluded again, as the wave peak locked onto was not the correct wave
peak. Ofthe room temperature trials, the first trial data was again excluded due to equipment
sensitivity problems and this time the center portion of elongation data related to pressures
between 30 and 1 10 psi, was not used. Averaging was not possible combining the second
trial and the 30 to 110 psi pressure range of elongation data for the third trial due to using
normalized frequencies. All cold trial data was successfully used in the averaging analysis.
The numerical data collected in each ofthe HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD






The concept behind the PVC model was to create a model made of a material
that will behave more like the human skull when expanded. Therefore this model is more
suited to the purpose ofcalibration ofthe VFPPLL instrument. The pressure increase within
a human skull to effect elongation is extremely small compared to the pressure needed to
effect elongation in the aluminum model. The PVC model needs much less pressure to effect
elongation and ultimately the elongation term in the frequency equation becomes more
significant than the pressure term. The PVC model has similar frequency to pressure and
frequency to elongation relationships as the human skull, and for that reason is a better bench
test model than the aluminum model. The proposed frequency equation is restated here for
clarity and convenience of the reader as Equation (2.3)
A/ (Ax, T, p) - cJJ) Ap cjj) Ax
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 demonstrate the relationship between frequency and elongation and are
two representative elongation trials of the PVC model with small amounts of pressure, i.e.,
less than 25 psi. As the figures show, frequency is directly proportional to elongation; when
elongation increases, frequency decreases, and positively correlates to the same relationship
within the human skull. Appendix B contains the graphs of all nine trials of the PVC model
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elongation (microns)
Figure 4.7 PVC Model Run 1; Frequency vs. Elongation.
frequency vs. elongation
RUN 2
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 120.0 140.0 160.0 180.0
elongation (microns)
Figure 4.8 PVC Model Run 2; Frequency vs. Elongation.
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b. Discussion
The purpose behind development and testing ofthe PVC model is to establish
the same relationship, or trend, between frequency and pressure as that seen in the human
skull. In the human skull, the frequency measurements are used to calculate elongation using
the frequency equation, and this elongation is compared to the elongation calculated from the
strain gage readings from the PVC model. With this accomplished, the elongation to pressure
trend in the PVC model can be compared to the same trend in the human skull and a
multiplicative factor assigned to mathematically relate the two. In the preliminary testing
done for this thesis, no definitive pressure measurements could be made from the PVC
model, and therefore no comparison between frequency and pressure, and consequently
elongation and pressure, could be made.
2. Open Channel Model
a. Results
The purpose ofthe open channel model is to compare physical measurements
with measurements derived from the frequency observations of the VFPPLL. Both the PVC
model and the Open Channel model are for the purpose of calibration of the VFPPLL, but the
Open Channel model allows for physical elongation to be compared to elongation calculated
from frequency observations vice elongation effected by an increase in pressure as in the
PVC model. The results of the Open Channel model are favorable, i.e., they compare well
to approximate elongations effected by the operator, but there is a large degree of human
"eye-balling" ofphysical distance which can account for large amounts of error. Figures 4.9
and 4. 10 are graphical representations ofthe results of the comparison of physical elongation
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to the elongation calculated from the frequency observations of the VFPPLL. A total of 16
trials were completed with the Open Channel model, and all the trial graphs are listed in
Appendix C. Along with the graphs in Appendix C is the numerical data collected from each
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The testing ofthe Open Channel model, as in the testing of the PVC model,
could be improved. The pressure data in the PVC model testing was not available to get a
relationship between frequency and pressure, so only frequency and elongation data could be
used to establish a trend between the two values. As in the PVC model, use of the Open
Channel model is limited in that the values ofphysical elongation are approximate. When the
physical values are compared to the elongation calculated from the frequency observations
ofthe VFPPLL, only a trend can be established. No precise determination ofthe comparison
between physical and calculated elongation from frequency measurements of the VFPPLL
instrument can be made with this model.
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V. CORRELATION TO THE HUMAN SKULL
A. CADAVER STUDIES
1. Background
Invasive methods ofmeasuring and monitoring intracranial pressure are dangerous to
a live human subject. Cadavers are therefore utilized as a replacement subject for study of
intracranial pressure and intracranial distance measurements. The VFPPLL collects frequency
data, elongation is calculated from the frequency data, and from these intracranial distance
measurements, intracranial pressure can be inferred based on the results of these cadaver
studies. Of note, these cadaver studies are not yet complete, so a definitive relationship
between intracranial pressure and effected intracranial elongation is not yet available. This
study has been ongoing for the last several years and will be continuing for several years to
come.
2. Discussion
Since this thesis was done in conjunction with the NASA Ames Research Center,
Space Physiology Laboratory, and two cadaver studies had already been completed prior to
this thesis, cadaver data was readily available. One additional cadaver was available and
studied during the timespan ofthis thesis and is included as part of the data collection for this
thesis. Results from all three cadavers will be represented, but only Cadaver C was studied
by the author.
A relationship between intracranial pressure and intracranial distance (elongation) is
desired so that when frequency measurements are taken on a live human subject and
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elongation is calculated from these frequency measurements, intracranial pressure can be
accurately inferred. Figure 5. 1 is the reduced and processed data collected on Cadaver A and
Cadaver B, provided for instructional purposes only by the Space Physiology Laboratory at
NASA Ames Research Center [Ref. 2]. Figure 5.2 is the reduced and processed data
collected on Cadaver C [Ref. 2]. Actual data collected included frequency observations and
intracranial pressure measurements effected by infusing saline solution into a burr hole in the
lateral ventricle ofa human cadaver, at a rate of 50 samples/second. Data reduction was done
on the raw accumulated data to get a reasonable number ofdata points for graphing purposes.
Following the numerical data are Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, the graphical representations ofthe
processed data in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, and demonstrate the linear relationship between
intracranial distance and intracranial pressure for Cadaver A, Cadaver B, and Cadaver C,
respectively. The raw data graph, before data reduction, of frequency and intracranial
pressure plotted over time for Cadaver B is also shown as Figure 5.6 [Ref. 2].
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Cadaver A Cadaver B




40 0.109 12 0.0561
30 0.07 22 0.0719
21 0.04 31 0.07876
12 0.01 42 0.0946
Figure 5.1 Numerically Reduced Data on Cadaver A and Cadaver B.
Cadaver C
run 1 run 2
ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg) ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg)
4.9 5.15
15.01 0.058 17.25 0.038
25.27 0.213 26.21 0.174
34.65 0.324 36.59 0.369
44.26 0.405 45.76 0.424
35.04 0.396 34.34 0.38
23.66 0.296 23.46 0.274
12.95 0.162 12.63 0.088
4.95 0.029 3.04 -0.167
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Figure 5.3 Cadaver A; ICD vs. ICP.
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Figure 5.6 Pre-processed Cadaver B Data; Frequency vs. Time
and ICP vs. Time [Ref. 2].
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The linear relationship between intracranial distance and intracranial pressure for the
three cadavers is shown by the slope of the line relating the two parameters. Table 5.1 gives
the equation of the line (including slope and y-intercept) and the correlation coefficient
between them.
equation of the line correlation coefficient
CadaverA y = 0.004 x - 0.039 0.966
Cadaver
B
y = 0.002 x + 0.015 0.928
Cadaver C v = 0.012 x- 0.076 0.938
Table 5. 1 Equations Representing the Linear Relationship Between ICD and ICP and
Corresponding Correlation Coefficients.
For the equations in Table 5.1,
y = intracranial distance calculations (ICD)
x = intracranial pressure measurements (ICP).
These three cadavers represent only initial studies and more data is required to make a
deterministic evaluation ofthe relationship between ICD and ICP. Once a definitive baseline
is developed ofthe relationship between ICD and ICP, future comparisons to frequency, and
ultimately elongation and therefore pressure ofthe VFPPLL instrument can be evaluated.
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VI. FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. THEORY
Relating back to the purpose of this thesis, to develop a bench test model that will
calibrate the PPLL and establish broad operating limits on the parameters temperature,
pressure, and elongation over which the PPLL can accurately operate, the data collected is
condensed and all conclusions are discussed within this chapter. The proposed frequency
equation, Equation (2.3), is restated here for convenience of the reader.





Figure 6. 1 is a simple drawing of an example of "elongation", or Ax. The container,
whether an open channel type or a thin-walled pressure vessel type as in the PVC model,
contains water and is the medium through which the ultrasound toneburst travels. It is of








Xf = final length
Xq = initial length
Ax = effective change in length, which is comparatively calculated from observed frequencies
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Figure 6. 1 Example of Elongation.
The PPLL instruments calculate this elongation using the parameters observed as output from
either the constant frequency or the variable frequency version of this instrument.
For a constant speed of sound in water, as Ax increases, Af should decrease; i.e., it
takes longer for the sound wave to traverse a greater distance and since frequency is the
inverse oftime, frequency should decrease. However, in the case ofthe aluminum model, the
opposite is occurring: as Ax increased, frequency increased as well. This is explained with
basic physics. The pressure on the water in the aluminum pressure vessel is being continually
increased, which increases the density ofthe water. The speed of sound increases when the
density of the medium increases [Refs. 19 and 20], and even though Ax is increasing, the
traversal takes less time, so frequency increases. This pressure effect changes when
temperature differences are also involved, which complicates things. The density of the
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medium is affected by temperature as well as pressure. As the temperature increases the
density decreases, therefore the speed of sound decreases and the effects of temperature and
pressure on density and the speed of sound in water have opposing effects on each other.
Of the two terms in the proposed expanded frequency equation, both terms are a
function of temperature, i.e., pressure is affected by temperature in the first term and
elongation is affected by temperature in the second term. The results of the testing of the
three bench test models provide the following conclusions.
In the aluminum model, temperature affects frequency observations of the VFPPLL
instrument. Under conditions of increasing pressure, the first term involving pressure
dominates the frequency change and the second term involving elongation, is considered
negligible in comparison. Results ofthe HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD trials show that as
elongation increases, frequency increases; the inverse relationship of what occurs in the
human skull, which indicates dominance ofthe pressure term over the elongation term. When
the elongation term is considered negligible, the proposed frequency equation is reduced to




where the constant c
x




The values of Cj clearly indicate that temperature affects the frequency observations of the
VFPPLL. COLD temperatures have the greatest effect, ROOM temperatures have the next
greatest effect and HOT temperatures have the least effect on frequency observations ofthe
VFPPLL. Figure 6.2 reflects the relative effect ofthe broad temperature ranges on frequency
readings observed, average values of the slopes of the frequency vs. pressure lines from






















The temperature trials also indicate, in the graphs of elongation vs. pressure, that the
elongation term in the proposed frequency equation is not a function of temperature over the
range oftemperatures investigated. The slopes of the lines relating pressure and elongation
are relatively equal in magnitude, indicating no dependence on temperature in the ranges
investigated. Figure 6.3 reflects this conclusion, where average values of the slopes ofthe
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ofthe lines relating elongation to pressure are from Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. This reduces the
proposed frequency equation to
A/ (Ax, T, p) - cAT) • Ap + c2 • Ax
which becomes the frequency equation relevant to the Aluminum model.
(6.4)









Figure 6.3 Slope of Elongation vs. Pressure, vs. Temperature.
Since the frequency of the VFPPLL is affected by more parameters than just
elongation, i.e., temperature and pressure, thought must be given to the environmental
conditions where it will be in use. When the instrument is used in a military combat field
setting or in conjunction with the U.S. Space Shuttle Program, environmental conditions such
as temperature will most likely be within the limits the instrument is capable of tolerating.
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Normal body temperature of about 100°F is most comparable with the HOT temperature
trials, which least affected the frequency of the PPLL, so operation of the instrument in this
temperature range minimizes temperature effects. It should be noted however, that
fluctuating temperature will affect frequency observations, and the instrument should be used
in the same operating regime as it is calibrated in, i.e., if operating in the normal body
temperature range (~100°F), the bench test model should calibrate the instrument with water
in the same temperature range (see Figure 6.2 for relative effects of the broad temperature
ranges on the frequency of the VFPPLL). Pressure limits will not be exceeded when the
pressures are comparable to those observed inside the skull of a living human subject, which
are much less than 20 psi (1 psi = 51.71 mmHg), which the instrument is capable of tolerating.
In the PVC model, the effects of pressure and elongation on frequency are of the same
relationships as those seen in a human subject; i.e., as pressure increases, frequency decreases,
as pressure increases, elongation increases, and as elongation increases, frequency decreases
The elongation term of the proposed expanded frequency equation dominates over the
pressure term, having a much greater effect on the frequency of the VFPPLL. This is
demonstrated by the relationship of frequency to elongation, as elongation increases,
frequency decreases as expected and with the same relationship when compared to the human
skull. The proposed frequency equation, Equation (2.3), is restated here for reader
convenience as
A/ (Ax, T, p) - cAT) Ap cJT) • Ax
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where c2 is given as (from Equation 2.2)
(6.5)
To attempt to consider the pressure term negligible in the frequency equation used for the
PVC model, and further reduce the proposed frequency equation down to its original form
(Equation 2.2), a comparison between Af / Ax and the constant c2 was made. The value of
Af/ Ax, compared to the Cj constant calculated, indicate that although the elongation term is
the dominating term ofthe two terms in the proposed frequency equation, the pressure term
still has some effect on frequency and cannot be considered negligible. The frequency
equation relevant to the PVC model is therefore given as Equation (2.3). Table 6. 1 shows
the relative magnitudes of the average Af /Ax for each trial compared to the calculated
constant c^., and the percent difference between the two values. All PVC model trial data is
listed in Appendix B, including values of Af / Ax for each consecutive data point in each
individual trial, and the values ofthe c^ constants for each trial.
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ave Af/ Ax c2 % difference
Run 1 -0.00141 -0.00181 22.10
Run 2 -0.00156 -0.00178 12.36
Run 3 -0.00156 -0.00179 12.85
Run 4 0.00023 -0.00179 112.85
Run 5 -0.00550 -0.00180 205.56
Run 6 -0.00141 -0.00180 21.67
Run 7 -0.00182 -0.00180 111
Run 8 -0.00147 -0.00175 16.00
Run 9 -0.00156 -0.00176 11.36
average -0.00178 -0.00179 46.21
Table 6. 1 Values ofC2 and Af / Ax for the PVC Model.
In conclusion, it is established there is a need for a compliant material model that will
be capable of elongations in the sub-micron range, and measurements derived from the PPLL
instruments must have an accurate, comparable external source for comparison, i.e., an
extensometer or strain gage on the PVC Model. The pressure introduced into the bench test
model must also be accurately recorded. A manometer, which accurately measures pressures
with a range ofapproximately 0-100 mmHg (equivalently 0-1 .93 psi) will work well with the
small pressure changes needed to elongate compliant materials.
In the open channel model, the actual "bench test" model for purposes of this thesis,
the proposed expanded frequency equation includes only the elongation term, as pressure is
not a factor in the elongation of the model. The frequency equation relevant to the open
channel model is therefore simply given as
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A/ (p, T, Ax) = cjj) Ax
(6.6)
where c2 is again given as Equation (6.5)
s-4
There is good correlation of the comparison between c2 and the slope of the line relating
frequency and elongation. The average value of c2 is -4.37, the average value of the slope
of the line relating frequency and elongation is -3.47, and the average percent difference
between the two values is 20.89%. The numerical values for Cj and the slope ofthe frequency
vs. elongation line for each trial are included in the Open Channel model data found in
Appendix C. Even though the PPLL instruments measure typical elongations in the sub-
micron range, there is strong evidence that elongations in the millimeter range are reasonably
measured.
Specifications have been established for creating a calibration bench test model ofthe
human skull for testing either PPLL instrument. The bench test model must have accurately
measurable elongation in the sub-micron range and be externally measurable with the use of
strain gages or an extensometer. If elongation is to be effected by the introduction of
pressure, that pressure should be in the 0-20 psi range (low pressure range) and be accurately
recorded, i.e., by a manometer, for comparison with cadaver intracranial pressure (ICP)
readings. The temperature range of the bench test model should be limited, i.e., if the
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operation ofthe PPLL instrument will be in a range near 100°F, the bench test model should
be calibrated in this limited temperature range.
The Variable Frequency Pulse Phase-Locked instrument is affected by all of the
parameters: temperature, pressure and elongation. It behaves as expected on all three bench
test models tested for this thesis: the Aluminum model, the PVC model and the Open
Channel model. The results of testing show observed frequency changes in accordance with
the proposed frequency equation, i.e., the frequency changes as expected due to temperature
and pressure effects, due to elongation, and due to a combination of both effects
simultaneously, within specified operating limits of temperature and pressure ranges as
described within the body of this thesis. A new frequency equation has been established
indicating temperature and pressure dependence, as well as elongation dependence, and
values for the constants c
x
and c2 have also been established based on the type ofbench test
model employed.
B. FUTURE STUDIES
The PVC model resembles the typical human skull, in the relationships discussed
above, however further study will be needed to quantify the pressure needed to expand the
model. Further study into other materials will enable another type of easily expandable
material to be used for a bench test model, as the concept of elongation due to pressure (as
in the human skull) is ideal for direct mathematical comparisons to the VFPPLL's relationship
of intracranial pressure to intracranial distance.
Cadaver studies will be continuing through the Space Physiology Laboratory at
NASA Ames Research Center, which will expand the database relating ICD to ICP. When
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the relationship is refined with more data, a reasonable mathematical relationship can be
developed. The VFPPLL frequency observations can then be translated into elongations
(intracranial distances), and accurately related to increased intracranial pressures.
Further study into the physical parts ofthe open channel model is needed to accurately
compare its elongation to calculations from the frequency observations of the VFPPLL
instrument. The instrument's sensitivity for measurement is on the order of approximately
0. 1 urn, therefore much more sophisticated equipment will be needed to construct an open
channel bench test model with a level of comparable sensitivity.
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APPENDIX A. ALUMINUM MODEL
A. NUMERICAL DATA
All data collected on the Aluminum Model during the testing phase of this thesis is
included in this appendix. Figures A. 1, A.2 and A. 3 represent the data for the 9 individual
temperature trials, 3 each for the HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD trials, respectively.
Figures A. 4, A. 5 and A.6 represent the data for the average values (see discussion on the
actual averaging analysis in the Aluminum Model section ofChapter IV, for which data points
were used in the average values) ofthe HOT, ROOM TEMP and COLD trials collectively.
Figure A.4 is the frequency vs. pressure average analysis, Figure A. 5 is the elongation vs.
pressure averaging analysis and Figure A.6 is the frequency vs. elongation averaging analysis.
B. GRAPHS
The graphs presented in this appendix represent all graphed data points collected for
all temperature trials on the Aluminum Model. All individual temperature trial graphs utilize
the same coloring scheme to represent data series; i.e., the dark blue series represents
frequency observations from the VFPPLL instrument vs. pressure, the magenta series
represents the calculated elongations from the strain gage readings vs. pressure, and the red
series represents the VFPPLL frequency vs. strain gage calculated elongations. For each
temperature trial, the relationships between frequency and pressure, elongation and pressure,
and frequency and elongation are shown. Table A. 1 is an easy reference showing which graph





Figure A. 7 HOT (1) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A. 8 HOT (2) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A. 9 HOT (3) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A 10 HOT (1) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 1
1
HOT (2) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 12 HOT (3) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 13 ROOM TEMP (1) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A 14 ROOM TEMP (2) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A. 1
5
ROOM TEMP (3) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A. 16 ROOM TEMP (1) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 1
7
ROOM TEMP (2) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 18 ROOM TEMP (3) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A. 19 COLD (1) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A.20 COLD (2) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A.21 COLD (3) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure
Figure A.22 COLD (1) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A.23 COLD (2) Frequency vs. Elongation
Figure A.24 COLD (3) Frequencv vs. Elongation
Table A. 1 Figure Number and Representative Graph.
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HOT(1) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (urn) theoretical ((im)
temp = 122 F 486.281 608 0.000 0.000
measured before 10 486.292 9 617 29 1.346 0.610
20 486.307 16 624 52 2.394 1.221
time -1505 30 486.305 22 630 79 3.291 1.831
40 486.313 28 636 103 4.189 2.442
1 = 184.0 us 51 486.340 36 644 135 5.386 3.113
Xo * 273.424 mm 60 486.346 40 648 158 5.984 3.663
70 486.360 47 655 190 7.031 4.273
80 486.375 51 659 212 7.630 4.884
89 486.373 57 665 238 8.527 5.433
101 486.390 64 672 269 9.574 6.166
110 486.404 67 675 290 10.023 6.715
120 486.404 73 681 314 10.921 7.326
130 486.417 79 687 342 11.818 7.936
141 486.432 84 692 368 12.566 8.608
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.99407 0.99797 0.99271 0.00107 0.08712 0.01229
HOTJ2} pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(PSI) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (urn) theoretical (urn)
temp=122F? 484.854 613 1 0.000 0.000
slightly cooler 77 10 484.863 5 618 17 0.748 0.610
not measured... 21 484.887 13 626 53 1.945 1.282
30 484.892 19 632 79 2.842 1.831
time- 1515 40 484.873 26 639 106 3.890 2.442
50 484.880 30 643 132 4.488 3.052
t= 142.0 us 60 484.886 36 649 160 5.386 3.663
x0= 21 1.012 mm 70 484.888 41 654 187 6.134 4.273
81 484.902 48 661 216 7.181 4.945
90 484.914 49 662 239 7.330 5.494
100 484.917 55 668 266 8.228 6.105
110 484.922 60 673 289 8.976 6.715
120 484.937 67 680 317 10.023 7.326
130 484.939 71 684 337 10.622 7.936
140 484.912 73 686 362 10.921 8.547
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.92877 99709 0.91874 0.00058 0.00697
HOT (3} pressure frequency strain gage rea ling elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (urn) theoretical (urn)
temp = 112 F 484.867 606 -3 0.000 0.000
measured after 11 484.929 8 614 27 1.197 0.672
20 484.944 12 618 44 1.795 1.221
time- 1524 30 484.951 19 625 76 Z842 1.831
40 484.967 26 632 105 3.890 2.442
t = 14Z0 >xs 50 484.974 33 639 130 4.937 3.052
Xo= 211.012 mm 60 484.954 38 644 155 5.685 3.663
70 484.955 43 649 181 6.433 4.273
80 484.960 49 655 209 7.330 4.884
90 484.953 56 662 236 8.378 5.494
100 484.958 59 665 262 8.826 6.105
110 484.973 65 671 292 9.724 6.715
120 484.968 68 674 313 10.173 7.326
130 484.981 73 679 338 10.921 7.936
140 484.991 79 685 366 11.818 8.547
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.65741 0.99748 0.68168 0.00047 0.08638 0.00564
Figure A. 1 Numerical Data for HOT Temperature Trials.
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ROOM TEMP (1) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (jim) theoretical (nm)
temp = 79 F 484 490 624 -3 0000 0000
measured before 10 484.421 5 629 21 748 0610
20 484.444 9 633 47 1.346 1.221
time = 1548 30 484.426 13 637 74 1 945 1 831
41 484.432 18 642 102 2693 2.503
t= 149.2 ms 51 484.436 24 648 131 3.590 3.113
x = 221.711 mm 60 484.404 29 653 152 4.338 3663
70 484.436 34 658 178 5 086 4 273
80 484.448 40 664 205 5.984 4884
90 484.418 46 670 231 6 882 5 494
101 484.463 52 676 261 7.779 6.166
110 484 455 56 680 280 8 378 6715
120 484.429 61 685 306 9126 7 326
130 484.374 66 690 328 9 874 7 936
141 484.404 72 696 355 10.771 8608
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs press elong vs press freq vs elong
-0.42991 0.99919 -041625 -0.00026 0.07781 -0.00328
ROOM TEMP (2) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (pm) theoretical (pm)
temp = 79 F ? 484 280 624 -4 000 0000
not measured.. 11 484.291 5 629 22 0748 0.672
20 484.295 9 633 45 1.346 1.221
time= 1555 30 484 283 14 638 72 2.094 1.831
40 484.294 20 644 100 2.992 2.442
t= 149.2 ns 50 484.300 26 650 128 3.890 3.052
x = 221.711 mm 60 484.315 30 654 154 4488 3.663
70 484 320 37 661 180 5.535 4.273
80 484.326 42 666 205 6.283 4884
90 484.342 46 670 229 6 882 5.494
100 484.370 52 676 257 7 779 6.105
110 484.390 55 679 274 8.228 6.715
120 484.385 62 686 303 9 275 7 326
130 484.408 67 691 330 10023 7.936
140 484414 73 697 357 10921 8 547
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs press freq vs elong freq vs press elong vs press freq vs. elong
0.96123 0.99943 0.95818 000102 0.07817 0.01297
ROOM TEMP a) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (pm) theoretical (|im)
temp = 80 F 484 672 624 -2 0.000 0.000
measured after 10 484 721 4 628 18 0.598 0.610
21 484 705 9 633 47 1.346 1.282
time = 1610 30 484.586 14 638 73 2.094 1.831
40 484 599 19 643 98 2.842 2.442
t = 149.2 ms 51 484 600 25 649 129 3 740 3.113
Xo = 221.711 mm 60 484.625 30 654 152 4488 3.663
70 484.646 36 660 181 5.386 4.273
80 484 662 41 665 202 6 134 4.884
90 484.672 46 670 230 6.882 5.494
100 484.686 51 675 253 7.630 6.105
110 484 721 56 680 280 8.378 6.715
120 484.680 62 686 307 9.275 7.326
130 484.645 67 691 330 10.023 7.936
140 484.655 74 698 355 11.070 8.547
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs press elong vs press freqvs elong freqvs press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
10586 0.99958 0.10902! 000010 007916 0.00131




Figure A.2 Numerical Data for ROOM TEMP Trials.
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COLD(1) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(PSI) <KH2) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (u.m) theoretical (urn)
temp = 48 F 485.454 630 4 0.000 0.000
measured before 10 485.496 630 23 0.000 0.610
20 485.488 8 638 43 1.197 1.221
time =1635 30 485.560 16 646 76 2.394 1.831
40 485.594 20 650 101 2.992 2.442
t= 171.2 us 50 485.661 26 656 127 3.890 3.052
xo = 254.403 mm 60 485.587 31 661 150 4.638 3.663
70 485.544 40 670 177 5.984 4.273
80 485.549 45 675 206 6.732 4.884
90 485.679 49 679 229 7.330 5.494
100 485.686 55 685 253 8.228 6.105
111 485.735 62 692 282 9.275 6.776
122 485.797 66 696 309 9.874 7.448
130 485.837 70 700 326 10.472 7.936
140 485.872 77 707 354 11.519 8.547
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.91932 0.99807 0.90512 0.00266 0.08495 0.03081
COLD (2) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (urn) theoretical (urn)
temp = 48F? 485.709 625 3 0.000 0.000
not measured... 10 485.758 7 632 29 1.047 0.610
20 485.812 13 638 48 1.945 1.221
time =1645 30 485.847 18 643 74 2.693 1.831
40 485.879 25 650 102 3.740 2.442
t= 171.2us 50 485.920 32 657 130 4.787
j
Xo = 254.403 mm 60 485352 38 663 156 5.685 3.663
70 486.002 43 668 180 6.433 4.273
80 486.062 49 674 205 7.330 4.884
90 486.123 56 681 235 8.378 5.494
100 486.207 61 686 256 9.126 6.105
110 486.271 66 691 279 9.874 6.715
120 486.319 71 696 301 10.622 7.326
130 486.396 77 702 331 11.519 7.936
141 486.314 84 709 359 12.566 8.608
CORRELATIONS SLOPES
freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.98757 0.99940 0.98445 0.00491 0.08831 0.05541
COLD (3) pressure frequency strain gage reading elongation elongation
(psi) (kHz) axial (norm) axial hoop measured (urn) theoretical (urn)
temp = 60 F 486.300 626 5 0.000 0.000
measured after 10 486.331 6 632 28 0.898 0.610
20 486.380 11 637 49 1.646 1.221
time =1655 30 486.448 17 643 75 2.543 1.831
40 486.519 23 649 104 3.441 2.442
t= 171.2us 50 486.564 31 657 134 4.638 3.052
xo = 254.403 mm 60 486.617 36 662 158 5.386 3.663
70 486.676 42 668 181 6.283 4.273
81 486.759 48 674 213 7.181 4.945
90 486.819 54 680 237 8.078 5.494
100 486.875 60 686 260 8.976 6.105
110 486.936 65 691 285 9.724 6.715
120 486.992 70 696 306 10.472 7.326
130 487.042 76 702 329 11.370 7.936
140 487.103 82 708 356 12.267 8.547
CORRELATJONS SLOPES
freq vs. press l elong vs. press freq vs. elong freq vs. press elong vs. press freq vs. elong
0.99918 0.99960 0.99875 0.00593 0.08813! 0.06727
Figure A. 3 Numerical Data for COLD Temperature Trials.
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(PSi) FREQUENCIES (kHz) (psi) FREQUENCIES (kHz) I (psi) I FREQUENCIES (kHz)
PRESSURE HOT(1) HOT (2) HOT (3) PRESSURE RMTMPft) RMTMP(2) RMTMPO) PRESSURE iCOLDd) COLD (2) COLD (3)
486.281 484.854 484.867 484.490 484.280 484.672 0l 485.454 485.709 486.300
10 486.292 484.863 484.929 10 484.421 484.291 484.721 10 485 496 485.758 486.331
20 486.307 484.887 484.944 20 484.444 484.295 484.705 20 485.488 485.812 486.380
30 486.305j 484.892 484.951 30 484.426 484.283 484.586 30 485.560 485 847 486.448
40 486.313 484.873 484.967 40 484.432 484.294 484.599 40 485 594 485.879 466.519
50 486.340 484.880 484.974 50 484.436 484.300 484.600 50 485.661 485.920 466 564
60 486.346 484.886 484.954 60 484.404 484315 484.625 60 485.587 485.952 486.617
70 486.360 484.888 484.955 70 484.436 484.320 4*4 646 70 485.544 486.002 486 676
80 486.375 484.902 484.960 80 484.448 484.326 484.662 80 485 549 486.062 486.759
90 486.373 484.914 484.953 90 484.418 484.342 484.672 90 485.679 486.123 486.819
100 486.390 484.917 484 958 100 484.463 484.370 484.686 100 485.686 486707 486.875
110 486 404 484.922 484 973 110 484.455 484 390 484.721 110 485 735 486 271 486 936
120 486 404 484.937 484.968 120 484.429 484.385 484.680 120 485 797 486.319 486.992
130 486.417 484.939 484.981 130 484.374 484 408 484.645 130 485.837 486.396 487 042
140 486 432 484.912 484.991 140 484.404 484414 484.655 140 485.872 486.314 487.103
CORREL 0.99372 090629 073628 -0 43110 0.96064 0.10603 0.91881 098808 0.99914
SLOPE 0.00108 000052 000047 •0.00027 000101 0.00164 0.00268 0.00493 0.00594
aw slope 0.00050 0.00133 0.00451
(Psi) NORMALEED FREQS (kHz) (PsD NORMALIZED FREQS (kHz) (psi) NORMALIZED FREQS (kHz)
PRESSURE HOT(1) HOT (2) HOT (3) PRESSURE RMTMP(1) RMTMP(2) RMTMP<3) PRESSURE COLD(1) COLD (2) COLD (3)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0000 0000 0000 0.000 0.000
10 0.011 0.009 0.062 10 0.069 011 0.049 10 0.042 0.049 0.031
20 0.026 0.033 0077 20 -0.046 015 0.033 20 0.034 0.103 0.080
30 0024 0.038 0084 30 -0.064 0003 -0 086 30 0106 0.138 148
40 0.032 0.019 0100 40 -0.058 0.014 -0.073 40 0.140 170 0.219
SO 0059 0.026 0.107 50 -0.054 0.020 -0.072 50 0.207 0711 0264
60 0.065 0.032 0.087 60 0.086 0.035 -0.047 60 0133 0.243 0.317
70 0.079 0.034 0088 70 0.054 0.040 -0.026 70 0.090 0.293 0.376
80 0.094 0.048 0.093 80 0.042 0046 -0.010 80 0.095 0353 0459
90 092 0.060 0.086 90 0.072 0.062 0.000 90 0.225 0.414 0.519
100 109 0.063 0091 100 0.027 0090 0.014 100 0732 0.498 0.575
110 0123 0.068 0.106 110 0.035 0110 0.049 110 0.281 0.562 0.636
120 0.123 0.083 0101 120 0061 0105 0.008 120 0.343 0.610 0.692
130 0136 0.085 0.114 130 0.116 0128 0.027 130 0.383 0.687 0.742
140 151 0.058 0.124 140 0.086 0134 0.017 140 0.418 0.605 0.803
CORREL 099372 090629 073628 0 43110 096064 0.10603 0.91881 098808 0.99914
SLOPE 0.00108 0.00052 0.00047 -0 00027 000101 0.00010 0.00268 0.00493 0.00594
AVERAGE VALUES USED
IN PLOTTING Note Itatoaed values not used in averaging analysis
(psi) (kHz) (kHz) (kHz)
PRESSURE HOT RMTMP COLD
0.000 0000 0000
10 0.036 011 0.041
20 0.055 0015 0.072
30 0061 0002 0131
40 0.060 0013 0.176
50 0.067 0.017 0.227
60 0.060 0.037 0.231
70 0.061 0.050 0253
80 0.071 0061 0302
90 0.073 0.074 0386
100 0.077 0.095 0435
110 0.087 0.123 0493
120 0.092 0.105 0548
130 0.100 0128 0.604
140 0.091 0134 609
CORREL 0.89369 0.96594 099356
SLOPE 0.00050 0.00106 0.00451
Figure A.4 Averaging Analysis for Frequency vs. Pressure Data.
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(PSD ELONGATION (urn) (PSO ELONGATION (urn) (psi) ELONGATION dim)
PRESSURE HOT(1) HOT (2) HOT (3) PRESSURE RMTMPO) RMTMP(2) RMTMP(3) PRESSURE COLDO) COLD (2) COLD (3)
OOOO 0000 0.000 0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 1.346 0.748 1.197 10 748 0.748 0598 10 0.000 1.047 0.898
20 2 394 1.945 1.795 20 1.346 1.346 1346 20 1197 1.945 1.646
30 3.291 2.842 2.842 30 1945 2094 2.094 30 2.394 2.693 2.543
40 4.189 3.890 3.890 40 2693 2.992 2.842 40 2.992 3.740 3.441
50 5.386 4.488 4.937 50 3.590 3.890 3.740 50 3.890 4787 4.638
60 5984 5386 5.685 60 4.338 4.488 4488 60 4.638 5.685 5386
70 7031 6.134 6.433 70 5.086 5.535 5.386 70 5.984 6.433 6.283
80 7630 7181 7 330 80 5 984 6.283 6.134 80 6.732 7.330 7181
90 8.527 7.330 8.378 90 6.882 6.882 6.882 90 7.330 8.378 8078
100 9574 8.228 8.826 100 7.779 7 779 7.630 100 8.228 9.126 8976
110 10.023 8.976 9.724 110 8.378 8.228 8 378 110 9.275 9.874 9724
120 10 921 10.023 10.173 120 9126 9.275 9.275 120 9.874 10.622 10.472
130 11.818 10.622 10.921 130 9.874 10.023 10.023 130 10 472 11.519 11370
140 12566 10.921 11.818 140 10.771 10.921 11070 140 11.519 12.566 12.267
CORREL 099790 099668 0.99733 0.99924 0.99942 099962 0.99807 0.99942 0.99957
SLOPE 008730 007897 008351 0.07795 007801 007897 0.08538 0.08853 0.08816
AVERAGE VALUES USED
IN PLOTTING Note. Itekeed values not used in averaging analysis.





10 0.972 748 0.648
20 1.870 1.346 1.596
30 2842 2094 2.543
40 3.890 2.917 3.391
50 4 712 3.815 4438
60 5.535 4488 5.236
70 6283 5 460 6233
80 7.256 6 208 7.081
90 7.854 6.882 7.929
100 8.527 7704 8777
110 9.350 8.303 9624
120 10.098 9.275 10.322
130 10.771 10.023 11120
140 11.370 10921 12118
CORREL 0.99779 0.99964 0.99956
SLOPE 0M124 0078U 0M736
Figure A. 5 Averaging Analysis for Elongation vs. Pressure Data.
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(PSO ELONGATION (nm) (PSD ELONGATION (urn) (PSO ELONGATION (urn)
PRESSURE HOT<1) HOT (2) HOT (3) PRESSURE RMTMP<1) RMTMP(2) RMTMPO) PRESSURE COLDd) COLD (2) COLD (3)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 1.346 0.748 1.197 10 748 0.748 0.598 10 0.000 1.047 0898
20 2.394 1.945 1.795 20 1.346 1.346 1.346 20 1.197 1.945 1646
30 3291 2.842 2.842 30 1945 2.094 2.094 30 2.394 2.693 2.543
40 4189 3.890 3.890 40 2.693 2.992 2842 40 2.992 3.740 3.441
50 5.386 4.488 4.937 50 3.590 3.890 3.740 50 3.890 4.787 4.638
60 5.984 5.386 5.685 60 4.338 4.488 4.488 60 4.638 5.685 5.386
70 7 031 6 134 6.433 70 5.086 5.535 5386 70 5.984 6.433 6.283
80 7.630 7.181 7.330 80 5.984 6.283 6.134 80 6.732 7.330 7181
90 8.527 7.330 8.378 90 6.882 6882 6.882 90 7.330 8.378 8.078
100 9.574 8.228 8.826 100 7.779 7.779 7.630 100 8.228 9.126 8.976
110 10.023 8.976 9724 110 8 378 8.228 8.378 110 9275 9.874 9724
120 10.921 10.023 10173 120 9 126 9.275 S.275 120 9.874 10.622 10.472
130 11.818 10.622 10.921 130 9.874 10.023 10.023 130 10.472 11.519 11.370
140 12.566 10.921 11.818 140 10.771 10.921 11070 140 11.519 12.566 12.267
CORREL 0.99790 099668 099733 099924 0.99942 099962 0.99807 0.99942 0.99957
SLOPE 0.08730 0.07897 0.08351 0.07795 007801 007897 008538 008853 008816
AVERAGE VALUES USED
IN PLOTTING Note. Itakaed values not used in averaging analysis.
(psi) <nm) (nm) (fim)
PRESSURE HOT RMTMP COLO
0.000 0.000 0000
10 0.972 0.748 0648
20 1.870 1.346 1.596
30 2.842 2.094 2543
40 3.890 2.917 3391
50 4712 3.815 4 438
60 5.535 4 488 5.236
70 6283 5 460 6.233
80 7.256 6.208 7.081
90 7854 6.882 7.929
100 8.527 7704 8.777
110 9.350 8.303 9624
120 10.098 9 275 10.322
130 10.771 10 023 11120
140 11.370 10.921 12.118
CORREL 039719 0.99964 0.99956
SLOPE 0.08124 0.07814 0.O87J6
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Figure A. 8 HOT (1) Frequency vs. Elongation.
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Figure A. 9 HOT (2) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs. Pressure.
frequency vs. elongatfion
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Figure A. 10 HOT (2) Frequency vs. Elongation.
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Figure A. 16 ROOM TEMP (2) Frequency vs. Elongation
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frequency vs. pressure and elongation vs. pressure
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Figure A. 18 ROOM TEMP (3) Frequency vs. Elongation.
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frequency vs. pressure and elongation vs. pressure
485.900 t 1 , : , 1 , : : r 12.000
5 485.600
o- 485.500
Figure A. 19 COLD (1) Frequency and Axial Elongation vs.
Pressure.
frequency vs. elongation
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Figure A.22 COLD (2) Frequency vs. Elongation.
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frequency vs. pressure and elongation vs. pressure
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Figure A.24 COLD (3) Frequency vs. Elongation.
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APPENDIX B. PVC MODEL
A. NUMERICAL DATA
All data collected on the PVC Model during the testing phase of this thesis is included
in this appendix. Figures B. 1, B.2 and B.3 represent data for the 9 individual trials; Figure
B.l contains Runs 1, 2 and 3, Figure B.2 contains Runs 3, 4 and 5, and Figure B.3 contains
Runs 7, 8 and 9.
B. GRAPHS
The graphs presented in this appendix represent all graphed data collected on the PVC
Model. All graphs demonstrate the relationship between frequency and elongation, with the
purple series representing the frequency derived (from the VFPPLL instrument) elongations
and the green series representing the calculated elongations from the actual observed strain
gage readings. Figures B.4 and B.5 contain Runs 1 and 2, Figures B.6 and B.7 contain Runs
3 and 4, Figures B.8 and B.9 contain Runs 5 and 6, Figures BIO and B.l 1 contain Runs 7
and 8, and Figure B. 12 contains Run 9. Ofnote, Figures B.2 and B.3 are a repeat of Figures
4.7 and 4.8; they are repeated here for convenience ofthe reader.
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RUN1
ssw=1.486E3m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo = ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
-10 0.0 491.704 0.0 0.00000
time ((is) 31 41 10.3 491.654 13.8 -0.00244
364.8 79 89 22.3 491.628 20.9 -0.00171
Xo (mm) 123 133 33.3 491.599 28.9 -0.00158
542.0928 194 204 51.0 491.535 46.6 -0.00166
CORREL 238 248 62.0 491.526 49.1 -0.00144
-0.98874 409 419 104.8 491.473 63.7 -0.00110
SLOPE 520 530 132.5 491.343 99.5 -0.00136
-0.00262 698 708 177.0 491.204 137.8 -0.00141
(measured) overall -0.00141
SLOPE
-0.00363 c2 = -to / Xo = -0.00181 kHz/micron
(calculated) Af/Ax -0.00141 kHz/micron
RUN 2
SSW=1.486E3m/S microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo = SSW*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated i Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
-26 0.0 483.325 0.0 0.00000
time (us) 42 68 17.0 483.259 18.6 -0.00194
366.4 143 169 42.3 483.177 41.7 -0.00175
Xo (mm) 275 301 75.3 483.096 64.5 -0.00152
544.4704 398 424 106.0 482.997 92.4 -0.00155
CORREL 483 509 127.3 482.956 103.9 -0.00145




SLOPE C2 = "fo / Xo = -0.00178 kHz/micron
-0.00355 Af/Ax -0.00156 kHz/micron
(calculated)
RUNS end; t = 362.8 - may have jumped peaks
ssw=1.486E3mys microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo = ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
-30 0.0 483.204 0.0 0.00000
time (us) 172 202 50.5 483.787 -162.8 0.00577
363.2 285 315 78.8 483.428 -62.5 0.00142
Xo (mm) 406 436 109.0 483.219 -4.2 0.00007
539.7152 475 505 126.3 482.886 88.8 -0.00126
CORREL 592 622 155.5 482.748 127.3 -0.00147




-fo / Xo = -0.00179 kHz/micron
SLOPE Af/Ax -0.00156 kHz/micron
-0.00358
(calculated)
Figure B. 1 PVC Model Numerical Data Runs 1, 2 and 3.
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RUN 4 \Note: LOST SIGNAL!
ssw=1.486E3 m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) C2
Xo = SSW*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
3 0.0 483.223 0.0 0.00000
time (jis) 125 122 30.5 483.516 -81.7 0.00480
362.8 275 272 68.0 483.758 -149.2 0.00393
Xo = 303 300 75.0 483.835 -170.7 0.00408
539.1208 383 380 95.0 483.267 -12.3 0.00023
CORREL (last 2 pts) CORREL (first 3 pts) overall 0.00023
-1.00000 0.99347
SLOPE (last 2 pts] SLOPE (first 3 pts)
-0.02840 0.00781
(measured) c2 = -fo/x = -0.00179 kHz/micron




sswM.48GE3m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) C2
Xo = SSW*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
-4 0.0 0.0 0.00000
time (us) 126 130 32.5 480.356
359.2 274 278 69.5 480.438 -22.8 0.00111
Xo(mm) 398 402 100.5 480.164 53.3 -0.00141
533.7712 570 574 143.5 479.135 339.2 -0.00550
CORREL overall -0.00550
-0.86480
SLOPE c2 = -f / Xo = -0.00180 kHz/micron






SSW=1.486t3 m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) C2
Xo = ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
22 0.0 480.462 0.0 0.00000
time (lis) 155 133 33.3 480.688 -62.8 0.00340
359.2 259 237 59.3 480.213 69.2 -0.00210
Xo (mm) 307 285 71.3 480.096 101.7 -0.00257
533.7712 344 322 80.5 480.235 63.0 -0.00141
CORREL (middle 3) overall -0.00141
-0.69955 -0.99203
SLOPE (middle 3) C2 = -fo / Xo = -0.00180 kHz/micron





Figure B.2 PVC Model Numerical Data Runs 4, 5 and 6.
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RUN 7
ssw=1.486E3m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo = ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
37 0.0 477.498 0.0 0.0000
time (ms) 154 117 29.3 477.977 -133.3 0.00819
357.6 224 187 46.8 478.339 -234.0 0.00899
Xo = 245 208 52.0 477.574 -21.1 0.00073
531.3936 277 240 60.0 477.342 43.4 -0.00130
CORREL 317 280 70.0 477.250 69.0 -0.00177
-0.59225 347 310 77.5 477.220 77.3 -0.00179
SLOPE 366 329 82.3 477.200 82.9 -0.00181
-0.00800 401 364 91.0 477.166 92.4 -0.00182
(measured) 410 373 93.3 477.158 94.6 -0.00182
SLOPE overall -0.00182
-0.00359
(calculated) C2 -fo / Xo = -0.00180 kHz/micron
Af/Ax -0.00182 kHz/micron
RUNS
ssw=1.486E3rWs microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo - ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
-7 0.0 480.199 0.0 0.00000
time (ms) 109 116 29.0 480.148 14.6 -0.00088
369.6 170 177 44.3 480.122 22.0 -0.00087
Xo = 222 229 57.3 480.099 28.6 -0.00087
549.2256 252 259 64.8 480.039 45.7 -0.00124
CORREL 290 297 74.3 479.977 63.5 -0.00149
-0.96650 296 303 75.8 479.984 61.5 -0.00142
SLOPE 321 328 82.0 479.963 67.5 -0.00144
-0.00323 356 363 90.8 479.924 78.6 -0.00152
(measured) 358 365 91.3 479.930 76.9 -0.00147
SLOPE overall -0.00147
-0.00350
(calculated) c2 = -fo / Xo = -0.00175 kHz/micron
Af/Ax -0.00147 kHz/micron
RUNS
ssw=1456E3 m/s microstrain (microns) (kHz) (microns) c2
Xo = ssw*t hoop (normal) measured RUN1 calculated Af/Ax
Xo is round-trip strain 1 strain 1 elongation frequency elongation measured
11 0.0 480.177 0.0 0.00000
time (us) 124 113 28.3 480.124 15.1 -0.00094
368.0 202 191 47.8 480.089 25.1 -0.00092
Xo (mm) 256 245 61.3 480.008 48.1 -0.00138
546.848 301 290 72.5 479.991 53.0 -0.00128
CORREL 317 306 76.5 479.927 71.2 -0.00163
-0.96767 341 330 82.5 479.908 76.6 -0.00163
SLOPE 353 342 85.5 479.911 75.7 -0.00156
-0.00333 overall -0.00156
(measured)
SLOPE c2 = -fo / Xo = -0.00176 kHz/micron
-0.00351 Af/Ax -0.00156 kHz/micron
(calculated)
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elongation (microns)
Figure B.4 PVC Model Run 1; Frequency vs. Elongation.
frequency vs. elongation
RUN 2
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Figure B. 12 PVC Model Run 9; Frequency vs. Elongation.
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APPENDIX C. OPEN CHANNEL MODEL
A. NUMERICAL DATA
All data collected on the Open Channel Model during the testing phase of this thesis
is included in this appendix. Figures C. 1, C.2, C.3, C.4, C.5, C.6, C.7 and C.8 represent the
data for the 16 individual trials; Figure C. 1 contains Runs 1 and 2, Figure C.2 contains Runs
3 and 4, Figure C.3 contains Runs 5 and 6, Figure C.4 contains Runs 7 and 8, Figure C.5
contains Runs 9 and 10, Figure C.6 contains Runs 1 1 and 12, Figure C.7 contains Runs 13
and 14, and Figure C.8 contains Runs 15 and 16.
B. GRAPHS
The graphs presented in this appendix represent all graphed data collected on the
Open Channel Model. All graphs demonstrate the relationship between frequency and
elongation, with the purple series representing the frequency derived (from the VFPPLL
instrument) elongations and the green series representing the physically effected elongations.
Figures C.9 and CIO contain Runs 1 and 2, Figures C. 1 1 and C. 12 contain Runs 3 and 4,
Figures C. 13 and C. 14 contain Runs 5 and 6, Figures C. 15 and C. 16 contain Runs 7 and 8,
Figures C . 1 7 and C . 1 8 contain Runs 9 and 1 0, Figures C . 1 9 and C .20 contain Runs 1 1 and
12, Figures C.21 and C.22 contain Runs 13 and 14, and Figures C.23 and C.24 contain Runs
15 and 16, respectively.
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RUN1 t = 151.6 ms
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
225.278 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 498.277 225.278
-0.132 -0.021 -0.021 -0.132 498.372 225.256
-0.132 -0.366 -0.387 -0.265 499.990 224.890
-0.132 -0.142 -0.529 -0.397 500.621 224.748
CORREL 0.95194 C2 = "fo / Xo = -4.42367 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.42735
RUN 2 t = 152.0 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
225.872 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 493.577 225.872
-0.132 -0.103 -0.103 -0.132 494.026 225.769
-0.132 -0.127 -0.230 -0.265 494.582 225.642
-0.132 -0.108 -0.338 -0.397 495.056 225.534
-0.132 -0.136 -0.474 -0.529 495.650 225.398
-0.132 -0.145 -0.619 -0.661 496.288 225.253
-0.132 -0.122 -0.740 -0.794 496.822 225.132
-0.132 -0.081 -0.822 -0.926 497.179 225.050
-0.132 -0.232 -1.054 -1.058 498.202 224.818
-0.132 -0.107 -1.161 -1.191 498.675 224.711
-0.132 -0.060 -1.221 -1.323 498.938 224.651
CORREL 0.99748 C2 =
-fo / Xo = -4.37041 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.39186
Figure C. 1 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 1 and 2.
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\RUN3 t = 148.0 US
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
219.928 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 494.202 219.928
-0.132 -0.199 -0.199 -0.132 495.096 219.729
-0.132
-0.151 -0.350 -0.265 495.777 219.578
-0.132 -0.115 -0.465 -0.397 496.296 219.463
-0.132 0.036 -0.429 -0.529 496.134 219.499
-0.132 -0.033 -0.463 -0.661 496.284 219.465
-0.132 -0.052 -0.515 -0.794 496.520 219.413
-0.132 -0.068 -0.583 -0.926 496.828 219.345
-0.132 -0.125 -0.708 -1.058 497.393 219.220
-0.132 -0.098 -0.806 -1.191 497.835 219.122
-0.132 -0.160 -0.966 -1.323 498.561 218.962
-0.132 -0.139 -1.105 -1.455 499.192 218.823
CORREL 0.96962 C2 = -fo / Xo = -4.49422 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.51493
RUN 4 t = 154.8 us
xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
230.033 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 485.445 230.033
-0.132 -0.207 -0.207 -0.132 486.320 229.825
-0.132 -0.193 -0.400 -0.265 487.136 229.632
-0.132 -0.151 -0.551 -0.397 487.775 229.482
-0.132 -0.072 -0.623 -0.529 488.081 229.409
-0.132 -0.123 -0.747 -0.661 488.604 229.286
-0.132 -0.106 -0.853 -0.794 489.055 229.180
-0.132 -0.106 -0.958 -0.926 489.504 229.074
-0.132 -0.113 -1.071 -1.058 489.985 228.961
-0.132 -0.149 -1.220 -1.191 490.618 228.813
CORREL 0.99226 c2 = -fo / Xo = -4.22066 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.24065
Figure C.2 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 3 and 4.
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RUNS t = 147.6 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
219.334 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 482.025 219.334
-0.132 0.013 0.013 -0.132 481.966 219.347
-0.132 -0.037 -0.024 -0.265 482.129 219.310
-0.132 0.015 -0.009 -0.397 482.064 219.325
-0.132 0.155 0.146 -0.529 481.382 219.480
-0.132 0.066 0.213 -0.661 481.091 219.546
CORREL -0.80393 C2 = -f / X = -4.39536 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.39448
NOTE: loosing coupling < ;l NOT RELIABLE DATA
RUN 6 t = 145.6 US
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
216.362 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 482.520 216.362
-0.132 -0.199 -0.199 -0.132 481.631 216.162
-0.132 0.067 -0.132 -0.265 481 .929 216.229
-0.132 0.065 -0.068 -0.397 482.218 216.294
-0.132 -0.150 -0.218 -0.529 481 .549 216.144
-0.132 0.017 -0.201 -0.661 481 .623 216.161
CORREL 0.60925 C2 = -f / X = -4.46031 kHz/mm
SLOPE 4.46073
NOTE: loosing coupling gel NOT RELIABLE DATA
Figure C.3 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 5 and 6.
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RUN 7 t = 145.2 us
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
215.767 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 487.692 215.767
-0.132
-0.211 -0.211 -0.132 488.647 215.556
-0.132 -0.251 -0.462 -0.265 489.782 215.305
-0.132 -0.213 -0.674 -0.397 490.747 215.093
-0.132 -0.064 -0.738 -0.529 491.036 215.029
-0.132
-0.145 -0.883 -0.661 491.694 214.885
-0.132
-0.293 -1.176 -0.794 493.030 214.592
-0.132 -0.754 -1.929 -0.926 496.474 213.838
CORREL 0.95316 C2 = -fo / Xo = -4.52054 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.55259
RUN 8 t = 146.8 us
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
218.145 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 493.539 218.145
-0.132 -0.216 -0.216 -0.132 494.517 217.929
-0.132 -0.141 -0.358 -0.265 495.158 217.787
-0.132 -0.154 -0.511 -0.397 495.855 217.634
-0.132 -0.092 -0.603 -0.529 496.275 217.541
-0.132 -0.077 -0.681 -0.661 496.627 217.464
-0.132 -0.177 -0.858 -0.794 497.435 217.287
-0.132 -0.231 -1.089 -0.926 498.488 217.056
-0.132 -0.203 -1.292 -1.058 499.416 216.853
CORREL 0.99147 C2 =
-fo / Xo = -4.52488 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.54854
Figure C.4 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 7 and
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RUN 9 t = 151.6 us
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
225.278 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 497.708 225.278
-0.132 -0.088 -0.088 -0.132 497.969 225.190
-0.132 -0.175 -0.263 -0.265 498.489 225.015
-0.132 -0.209 -0.471 -0.397 499.110 224.807
-0.132 -0.235 -0.707 -0.529 499.812 224.571
-0.132 -0.277 -0.984 -0.661 500.640 224.294
-0.132 -0.263 -1.247 -0.794 501.428 224.030
CORREL 0.98979 C2 =
-fo / Xo = -4.41862 kHz/mm
SLOPE -2.98227
RUN 10 t = 152.4 us
xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
226.466 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 494.312 226.466
-0.132 -0.064 -0.064 -0.132 494.592 226.402
-0.132 -0.133 -0.197 -0.265 495.174 226.269
-0.132 -0.137 -0.335 -0.397 495.775 226.132
-0.132 -0.182 -0.517 -0.529 496.574 225.949
-0.132 -0.192 -0.709 -0.661 497.416 225.757
-0.132 -0.159 -0.868 -0.794 498.114 225.598
CORREL 0.99176 C2 = -fo/X = -4.36543 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.37876
Figure C.5 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 9 and 10.
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RUN 11 t = 153.6 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
228.250 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 491 .422 228.250
-0.132
-0.167 -0.167 -0.132 492.142 228.082
-0.132
-0.166 -0.333 -0.265 492.859 227.916
-0.132
-0.202 -0.536 -0.397 493.733 227.714
-0.132
-0.155 -0.691 -0.529 494.403 227.559
-0.132
-0.072 -0.763 -0.661 494.715 227.487
-0.132 -0.132 -0.895 -0.794 495.287 227.355
-0.132
-0.672 -1.566 -0.926 498.202 226.683
-0.132 -0.108 -1.675 -1.058 498.675 226.575
-0.132 -0.060 -1.735 -1.191 498.938 226.515
CORREL 0.97629 C2 = -f / Xo = -4.30601 kHz/mm
SLOPE ^.33376
RUN 12 t = 152.4 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
226.466 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 488.256 226.466
-0.132 -0.250 -0.250 -0.132 488.981 226.217
-0.132 -0.200 -0.449 -0.265 489.561 226.017
-0.132 -0.287 -0.736 -0.397 490.395 225.730
-0.132 -0.222 -0.958 -0.529 491 .042 225.508
-0.132 -0.092 -1 .050 -0.661 491.311 225.416
-0.132 -0.194 -1.244 -0.794 491.878 225.222
-0.132 -0.182 -1.427 -0.926 492.411 225.040
CORREL 0.99414 C2 = -f / Xo = -4.31195 kHz/mm
SLOPE -2.91209
Figure C.6 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 1 1 and 12.
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RUN 13 t = 152.8 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
227.061 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 485.331 227.061
-0.132 -0.302 -0.302 -0.132 486.199 226.759
-0.132 -0.312 -0.614 -0.265 487.099 226.447
-0.132 -0.242 -0.856 -0.397 487.797 226.205
-0.132 -0.178 -1.034 -0.529 488.313 226.027
-0.132 -0.186 -1.220 -0.661 488.852 225.840
-0.132 -0.126 -1.346 -0.794 489.216 225.715
-0.132 -0.246 -1.592 -0.926 489.928 225.469
CORREL 0.99113 C2 =
-fo / x = -4.27490 kHz/mm
SLOPE -2.88823
RUN 14 t = 753.2 us
x (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
227.655 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 484.199 227.655
-0.132 -0.121 -0.121 -0.132 484.713 227.534
-0.132 -0.157 -0.278 -0.265 485.382 227.377
-0.132 -0.180 -0.458 -0.397 486.149 227.197
-0.132 -0.163 -0.621 -0.529 486.845 227.034
-0.132 -0.086 -0.707 -0.661 487.213 226.948
-0.132 -0.147 -0.854 -0.794 487.844 226.801
-0.132 -0.106 -0.960 -0.926 488.298 226.695
CORREL 0.99682 C2 =
-fo / Xo = -4.25379 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.26887
Figure C.7 Open Channel Model Numerical Data Runs 13 and 14.
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RUN 15 t = 152.0 MS
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
225.872 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 481.348 225.872
-0.132 -0.276 -0.276 -0.132 482.139 225.596
-0.132 -0.275 -0.551 -0.265 482.929 225.321
-0.132
-0.241 -0.792 -0.397 483.623 225.080
-0.132 -0.103 -0.895 -0.529 483.921 224.977
-0.132 -0.216 -1.112 -0.661 484.545 224.760
-0.132 -0.128 -1.240 -0.794 484.915 224.632
-0.132 -0.280 -1.520 -0.926 485.724 224.352
-0.132 -0.333 -1.853 -1.058 486.688 224.019
CORREL 0.99365 C2 =
-fo / Xo = -4.26213 kHz/mm
SLOPE -2.88183
RUN 16 t = 150.4 US
Xo (mm) (mm) (mm) total (mm) total (mm) (kHz) (mm)
223.494 1/6 turn calc Ax calc Ax Ax frequency X
(round-trip) 0.000 0.000 480.312 223.494
-0.132 -0.047 -0.047 -0.132 480.514 223.447
-0.132 -0.150 -0.197 -0.265 481.157 223.298
-0.132 -0.124 -0.321 -0.397 481.691 223.174
-0.132 -0.161 -0.482 -0.529 482.385 223.013
-0.132 -0.220 -0.702 -0.661 483.335 222.793
-0.132 -0.152 -0.854 -0.794 483.993 222.641
CORREL 0.98927 c2 = -f / Xo = -4.29820 kHz/mm
SLOPE -4.31111
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Representative numerical data collected on Cadavers A, B and C during the testing
phase ofthis thesis is included in Chapter V. Figure D. 1 contains the remaining reduced and
processed data on Cadaver C.
B. GRAPHS
Figure D.2 represents all cadaver data points on one graph for comparative value only.
Figure D.3 represents all data points on Cadaver C, presented on one graph for clarity.
Ill
Cadaver C
run 1 run 2 run 3
ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg) ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg) ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg)
4.9 5.15 5.58
15.01 0.058 17.25 0.038 17.82 0.162
25.27 0.213 26.21 0.174 26.98 0.494
34.65 0.324 36.59 0.369 37.82 0.844
44.26 0.405 45.76 0.424 43.54 1.325
35.04 0.396 34.34 0.38
23.66 0.296 23.46 0.274
12.95 0.162 12.63 0.088
4.95 0.029 3.04 -0.167
run 4 run 5
ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg) ICD (mm) ICP (mmHg)
6.64 6.17
16.77 0.062 14.87 0.182
28.49 0.237 28.48 0.508
40.38 0.988
44.51 1.338
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